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It‘s that time again:
university elections

Prioritize sustainability
& climate protection!

We are a university group, which
focuses on sustainability and
equality for all students. Our
goal is to make your everyday
life at the RWTH as effortless as
possible and to create a more
climate-friendly university. These
topics are not only important for
the university itself, but also in
non-related University areas. Life
at the Rwth is a huge part of Aachen, therefore we are dedicated
to implement our goals city-wide
as well. By cooperating with other
groups, we are getting acquainted with new opinions and ideas.
These other approaches are
always taken seriously and are
incorporated in our considerations. Integrating every voiced
conviction leads to fundamentally
democratic decisions.

We collaborate with other sustainable initiatives to benefit from
student perspectives and ideas
on these topics. Together, we strive for a more sustainable and
climate neutral university.

In our opinion, university life goes
far beyond our studies. Due to
this a similarly important topic
is the social interaction at the
RWTH, for instance the friendships we form along the way. New
people massively improve everyday life at University. One way
to meet new people is through
student initiatives and study
groups. Thus, we are an open
group, which welcomes every
new member. Furthermore, we
enjoy discussing and implementing projects together.

In order to achieve this, we are
connected throughout the city.
For example, we network with the
city council, environmental organizations and also with student
councils and university initiatives.
We use our direct connections to
Aachen‘s politicians to emphasize
the student´s concerns and therefore improve our situation.
As a member of Campusgrün, we
network nationwide with other
green university groups and hereby learn which projects work well
at other universities and where
we can improve ourselves.

Implement projects together!
At our university we and many
other groups initiate sustainable
projects. We implement our own
projects through our motivation,
many years of experience and
our connections to many groups,
committees, student initiatives
and institutions. We always support various projects and ideas
with our commitment, our ad-

vice and our voice in the student
parliament. By doing so, we want
to enhance the implementation of
the projects and improve them.
We implement sustainable
ideas ourselves and don‘t just
talk about them, for example, by
showing how more biodiversity
can work on our campus with our
flower bed in front of the university library. We actively plant, water
and maintain the flower bed.

Promote social contacts!
Due to social distancing, many
students experience a lack of
interaction with others. We are
committed not only to a perspective after the Covid-pandemic, but
also during this crisis. We want to
make sure that you always have
the possibility to interact with
each other.
Every person should have the opportunity to find study groups and
make contacts so that we have a
successful study. Therefore, we
advocate a digital contact exchange platform for all students.
During the pandemic, the groups
which are created can meet online, however after Covid it is also
possible to meet in person. Nevertheless, the meetings in person
are only feasible in a reasonable
way. We are committed to ensure
that everyone arrives well at the
university and nobody has the
feeling of studying in a „vacuum“.

Modernize teaching!
Due to the Corona pandemic,

teaching at the RWTH has become
significantly more digital. However,
the possibilities of digital teaching
have yet not been exhausted,
traditional teaching methods still
need to be enhanced. To achieve
this improvement there are numerous opportunities, for example,
digital tools for surveys and concepts such as blended learning or
gamification. A combination of live
and pre-recorded offerings would
lead to a more flexible study,
thus we are in favour of such an
implementation.
The acquisition of literature is
indispensable for students, hence
the uni’s libraries must provide the
lending of literature digitally. or
improve the digital availability.
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Engage international students!
Over a quarter of the student
body consists of international students, yet many services are only
available in German. This leads to
difficulties in the life of the international students. Perhaps they
do not receive enough information about the possibilities of their
studies or they miss important
opportunities in their everyday life
at university. Due to this, we are
campaigning for more information
to be translated into English, so
that more people can understand
the information in the future.
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Make mobility climate-friendly!
We remain committed to promoting sustainable mobility: more
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secure and roofed bicycle parking spaces have to be planned
on campus.
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Bus connections should also be
improved. Specifically, we would
like to see an increased frequency as well as a route expansion.
In order to improve the quality
of traffic safety at the center of
campus, the Templergraben must
remain car-free after the test
phase starting in June!

Join us!
We meet every Tuesday at 7:00
pm and are always happy to welcome new students who want to
get involved. Currently the meetings take place online, but we will
meet in person sometime in the
future again.
If you would like to drop by or
learn more about us, you can
message us and find information
here!
Grüne Hochschulgruppe
Aachen e.V.
www.ghg-aachen.de
facebook.com/ghgaachen
instagram.com/ghgaachen
info@ghg-aachen.de
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Vote GHG by July 12!

